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Abstract

The dominant privacy framework of the information age relies
on notions of “notice and consent.” That is, service providers
will disclose, often through privacy policies, their data collec-
tion practices, and users can then consent to their terms. How-
ever, it is unlikely that most users comprehend these disclo-
sures, which is due in no small part to ambiguous, deceptive,
and misleading statements. By comparing actual collection
and sharing practices to disclosures in privacy policies, we
demonstrate the scope of this problem.

Through analysis of 68,051 apps from the Google Play
Store, their corresponding privacy policies, and observed data
transmissions, we investigated the potential misrepresenta-
tions of apps in the Designed For Families (DFF) program,
inconsistencies in disclosures regarding third-party data shar-
ing, as well as contradictory disclosures about secure data
transmissions. We find that of the 8,030 DFF apps (i.e., apps
directed at children), 9.1% claim that their apps are not di-
rected at children, while 30.6% claim to have no knowledge
that the received data comes from children. In addition, we
observe that 31.3% of the 22,856 apps that do not declare
any third-party providers still share personal identifiers, while
only 22.2% of the 68,051 apps analyzed explicitly name third
parties. This ultimately makes it not only difficult, but in most
cases impossible, for users to establish where their personal
data is being processed. Furthermore, we find that 9,424 apps
do not use TLS when transmitting personal identifiers, yet
28.4% of these apps claim to take measures to secure data
transfer. Ultimately, these divergences between disclosures
and actual app behaviors illustrate the ridiculousness of the
notice and consent framework.

1 Introduction

Data protection and privacy regulations are largely informed
by the Fair Information Practice Principles (FIPPs) – a set of

A version of this work was published at the 2019 IEEE Workshop on
Technology and Consumer Protection (ConPro ’19).

practices governing the collection and usage of personal infor-
mation by different entities [37]. Central to FIPPs, and privacy
regulations more generally, are the principles of transparency
and choice, which are often presented as “notice and consent”,
or informed consent. In the context of online privacy, service
providers (such as websites or mobile applications) are of-
ten required to disclose their information collection practices
to users and obtain their consent before collecting and shar-
ing personal information. The most common mechanism of
achieving this is by having the users consent to a privacy pol-
icy presented by the service provider.

Literature has demonstrated limitations of “notice and con-
sent” [7, 10, 11, 48, 66] and recent regulations, such as the
EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and Cali-
fornia Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), further require online
services to provide users comprehensive information on data
collection and sharing practices. Such information includes
the type of personal information collected and shared, the pur-
pose of the collection (in some cases), and the category of the
recipient of the information [1, 20]. Such notice requirements
play an important role in the mobile app ecosystem, where
commonly used operating system permissions may inform
users about potential data collection, but do not provide any
insight as to who is the recipient, and for what purpose the
information is collected.

However, due to the absence of stringent regulations, online
services often draft privacy policies vaguely and obscurely,
rendering the informed consent requirement ineffective. More-
over, related literature has demonstrated that privacy notices
are often written at a college reading level, making them less
comprehensible to average users [3,29,31,63]. Even if privacy
policies were more comprehensible, prior work suggested that
users would still need to spend over 200 hours per year on
average reading every privacy policy associated with every
website they visit [49]. It comes as no surprise, therefore, that
in reality, very few users choose to read privacy notices in the
first place [50, 52, 55].

Our work aims to further demonstrate the inadequacy of
privacy policies as a mechanism of notice and consent, fo-
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cusing on Android smartphone applications (‘apps’). Litera-
ture has shown questionable privacy behaviors and collection
practices across the mobile app ecosystem [61]. This paper
explores whether such specific questionable collection prac-
tices are represented in the privacy policies and disclosed to
users. While past work has focused separately on app behav-
ior analysis at practice [5, 17, 22, 53, 60, 61, 64, 73] or analysis
of privacy policies [9, 30, 76, 77, 81], we aim to bridge this
gap by considering these two problems in tandem. In other
words, we compliment the dynamic analysis results, focusing
on what is collected and with whom it is shared, with an anal-
ysis of whether users were adequately informed about such
collection.

In this paper we focus on three classes of discrepancies
between collection at practice (de facto) and as per the online
service’s notice (de jure):

• First, we examine mobile apps that participate in the
Google Play Store’s ‘Designed for Families’ (DFF) pro-
gram and regulated under the Children Online Privacy
Protection Act (COPPA), meaning their target audience
includes children under the age of 13 [69]. We find that
a substantial number of apps targeted at children include
clauses in their privacy policy either claiming to not have
knowledge of children in their audience, or outright pro-
hibitions against the use of their apps by children.

• The second aspect we are interested in analyzing is the
disclosure of third-party services that receive and process
user information. Regulations like GDPR (Article 13 1.e)
and CCPA require developers to explicitly notify users
about the recipients of information, either their names
or categories. We explored how many app developers
include information about their third-party affiliates in
the privacy policy and how many of them explicitly name
them.

• Third, privacy policies often represent to users they im-
plement reasonable security measures. At a minimum,
one such measure should include TLS encryption. Pro-
tecting users’ data using reasonable security measures
is a regulatory requirement under COPPA, CCPA, and
GDPR (Article 32). We explored how many apps poten-
tially fail to adhere to their own represented policies, by
transmitting data without using TLS.

2 Background and Related Work

2.1 Children’s Privacy

In the Children’s Privacy sections of this paper, we analyze
the transparency of mobile applications published in Google
Play’s Designed for Families Program. Particularly, we focus
on identifying potential inconsistencies between DFF applica-
tions’ runtime behavior and the information publicly disclosed

in their privacy policies. We provide an overview of Google
Play Store’s DFF program and discuss below the most related
work in the area of privacy violations in children apps, third-
party libraries and automatic analysis of privacy policies.
Designed For Families (DFF): The DFF program is a plat-
form for developers to present age appropriate content for the
whole family, specifically users below the age of 13. By going
through an optional review process, applications submitted to
this program declare themselves to be appropriate for children
and are able to list themselves under such family-friendly cat-
egories. Although the primary target audience of these apps
may not be children, according to [69], “if your service targets
children as one of its audiences - even if children are not the
primary audience - then your service is ‘directed to children’.”
As a result, DFF applications are all directed at children and
thus required to be “compliant with COPPA (Children’s On-
line Privacy Protection Rule), the EU General Data Protection
Regulation 2016/679, and other relevant statutes, including
any APIs that your app uses to provide the service” [24].
Privacy Violations in Children’s Apps: There have been
some efforts by the research community to investigate chil-
dren’s privacy in social media [46], smart toys [72, 78] and
child-oriented mobile apps [61]. Furthermore, researchers
have studied how well developers that target children as their
audience comply with specific legislation such as COPPA [61]
and the FTC has already established cases against numerous
app developers gathering children’s data [68] [70] [12].

2.2 Third Parties and Tracking

The Mobile Advertising and Tracking Ecosystem: It is
well known that mobile apps rely on third parties to provide
services such as crash reports, usage statistics or targeted ad-
vertisement [59]. In order to study such ecosystems, previous
work has relied on analysis of mobile traffic from several van-
tage points such as ISP logs, heavily instrumented phones or
devices that use VPN capabilities to observe traffic [60,64,73].
Another way of studying the presence of such libraries is by
performing dynamic analysis (i.e., studying runtime behavior
of the app) or static analysis (i.e., studying application code
to infer actual behavior). Both these approaches have long
been used to analyze privacy in mobile apps [5, 17, 22, 53].
Data Over-Collection: With the prevailing existence of data
collection and third party data sharing, there comes the worry
of data over-collection in which smartphone apps collect
more users’ data than needed to perform its original func-
tion. Related research projects [17, 41, 74] have conducted
experiments and studies of frequent data over-collection cases
and have even presented approaches to eradicate data over-
collection but the problem still exists today. While third party
services may add great value, this comes at an enormous
privacy cost. As a result, there have been, and continue to
be, policy debates about the regulation of third-party track-
ing [19, 32, 40, 67].
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2.3 Secure Transmission

TLS has become somewhat of a standardized method of se-
cure data transmissions nowadays. Although prior work has
shown that both using default OS APIs and third party li-
braries for TLS implementation have their weaknesses [58],
TLS has been easily integrated into the toolkit of app develop-
ers. Consequently, TLS usage has seen an increase in adoption
in recent years and its usage and integration in popular plat-
forms has been growing [13,25] and there have even been sev-
eral efforts in further securing TLS by studying its usability
and implementation, and even outlining its transition in these
categories over the years [35, 39]. However, even with these
toolkits being widely available, we still see prevalent issues of
applications transmitting information, many times sensitive or
personally-identifying, without using this secure transmission
method, thus threatening the privacy of their users [18, 61].
Despite the existing legislature in place [20, 69], this makes
one wonder why there is not more stringent regulation on ap-
plications to deploy these secure transmission methods.

2.4 App Analysis

The two main approaching in understanding the behaviour of
software applications can be broken up into two categories:
static and dynamic analysis. Static analysis refers to studying
the code and all its possible flows in order to uncover possible
behaviours. For example, numerous research studies have
utilized static analysis in search of suspicious and potentially
malicious application behaviors [5, 6, 28, 34, 80]. However,
the issue with static analysis is that an application’s runtime
behaviour may differ greatly from its hypothetical behaviours.
In doing this analysis, one cannot always predict every use
case and it is possible that is even possible that the structure of
the code changes, rendering this method analysis vulnerable
to different attacks [14, 21, 47]. Fortunately, studies have also
been known to use dynamic analysis, which has the ability to
execute applications and monitor their behaviours at runtime
[43, 44, 47, 75, 78]. However, this dynamic analysis is much
harder to do at scale as some apps are adverse to running in
virtual environments while others may need real user input.
Nonetheless, there still exist tools to circumvent the majority
of these problems [26, 38, 56, 57]. Our data in this paper was
obtained by previous work that employed dynamic analysis as
their primary means of app analysis and information retrieval
[4].

2.5 Privacy Policy Analysis

Automatic Analysis of Privacy Policies: The research com-
munity has previously studied publicly available privacy poli-
cies proving that they are usually written in a “legal lan-
guage” that makes it difficult for average users to understand
them [33, 54, 65]. Researchers have made positive efforts to

extract relevant information and features from privacy poli-
cies using crowd-sourcing campaigns [9, 77], Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) [81] and deep-learning [30, 76] tech-
niques to present this information in more accessible ways to
users [8,15,30,42,51,79]. While we are aware these solutions
exist, they prove to not be helpful in all cases as shown in our
example below. Therefore, despite these positive efforts, pri-
vacy policies remain a confusing source of information for
average users and these documents are even unavailable in
many webpages and mobile apps [16, 30, 81].
Polisis: One such service that enables automatic analysis
of privacy policies is Polisis [30]. Polisis enables users to
submit websites for review, which it then crawls to find the
associated privacy policies. It then analyzes the texts of these
policies and produces a summary of data collection practices
of the submitted websites. We initially considered using
Polisis to parse the privacy policies and extract information
revelant to our current work. However, we encountered an
issue with rate-limiting as we created too many requests and
were temporarily banned from using the service. Moreover,
we discovered that the performance of Polisis on establishing
the sections related to children’s privacy was suboptimal. Out
of a random subset of 100 policies that we categorized as
claiming not being directed at children, Polisis was able to
identify only 22% of policies. Therefore, due to the overhead
in the data generation using Polisis as well as poor perfor-
mance on tasks revelant to our work, we decided to perform
our own policy analysis.

Our paper utilizes previous works and ideologies from pri-
vacy policy and app analysis in a combined effort in order to
shine light on, and add depth to, these issues in Children’s Pri-
vacy, Third-Party Partnerships, and Secure Communications.
Ultimately, this multi-faceted approach provides a better un-
derstanding of the effect of the privacy framework of notice
and consent.

3 Dataset and Methodology

In this section, we describe the datasets and methods that we
use to establish the misrepresentations occurring in privacy
policies. We use a publicly available app analysis dataset [4]
to evaluate the types of data that mobile apps access and share
with other parties over the Internet. We then explain how we
leverage this dataset to extract meaning and trends from the
apps’ behaviors and privacy declarations.

3.1 AppCensus Dataset

In our work, we rely on the AppCensus dataset available
at [4]. AppCensus is a tool that analyzes Android apps from
the Google Play Store in order to identify the personal infor-
mation that apps access and share with other parties over the
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Table 1: Number of observed apps for different types of analysis.
Description Observed App # Sample Size

Participate in DFF program 8,030 68,051
Claim not to target children 728 8,030
Claim no knowledge of children data 2,457 8,030
Mention third parties 45,195 68,051
Provide names of third parties 15,106 45,195
Undisclosed sharing (third parties not mentioned) 7,147 22,856
No TLS usage in data transmission 9,424 68,051
Claim to secure data transmission 2,680 9,424

Internet. It leverages dynamic analysis techniques to automat-
ically analyze an application’s runtime and network behavior.
AppCensus runs in a highly instrumented Android operating
system that is able to detect the personal information linked
to the test phone. Then, the tool runs each app in the test en-
vironment and inspects the network communications using
a monitoring tool that records the source, destination, and
content of network flows. Thus, we have access to the net-
work flows of every app and we can find whether it shares
personal data over the network and with whom. AppCensus
also fetches and stores privacy notices of each analyzed app,
which we use to identify possible mismatches between the
stated and actual app behavior.

AppCensus stores analysis results and other metadata in a
large-scale dataset that contains detailed information about
the runtime behavior and traffic patterns of Android apps.
As of January 2019, it includes information about 68,051
apps published on the Google Play Store. We compare the
information provided in the privacy policies of these apps
with their actual data sharing practices, as described in the
next subsection.

3.2 Policy Analysis

In our project, we focus on three types of misrepresentations
that occur in privacy notices of mobile apps. Table 1 shows
the total number of apps from the AppCensus dataset that we
examine and the number of observations that we obtain for
different types of analysis. For misrepresentations concerning
children’s privacy, we analyze 8,030 apps participating in
Google’s DFF program out of all 68,051 available apps. For
third-party sharing practices and for TLS usage, we use the
entire dataset of 68,051 apps.

We analyze the text of privacy policies to identify potential
misrepresentations. To verify compliance with COPPA, we
first narrow our search to only include apps in Google’s DFF
category with any combination of the keywords "child", "kid",
"COPPA", and "minor." Next, we manually read and process
the policies for a subset of 200 DFF apps, focusing primarily
on these keywords and frequently-used phrases and expres-
sions. This allows us to identify commonalities and phrases

that could generally be categorized as:

1. Those that make no distinction between children under
13 and other users

2. Those that clearly indicate that the application either

(a) is not directed at children; or

(b) does not knowingly collect personally identifiable
information from children under 13

3. Indeterminate (i.e. phrases that need further manual pro-
cessing, perhaps due to confusing language)

Enumerating these phrases into categories allows us to cre-
ate complex strings representative of these groups and further
categorize other policies, most commonly those of type 2 and
3, by searching for other policies with matching substrings.
This approach enables us to classify over 400 more policies.
From the remaining list, we are able to loosen the specificity
of the search strings by simply searching for word combina-
tions such as "not knowingly", "not targeted to/at", "do not
address" and their variations to categorize policies containing
these phrases in lists. We further process these initial lists to
remove irrelevant policies if such phrases were not made in
the context of children’s privacy. Fortunately, this method pro-
duces quite a large throughput of roughly 700 more apps. The
remaining policies can be read manually and largely represent
policies in category 1. Furthermore, after obtaining and clas-
sifying the policy data, we look to draw conclusions directly
from the classifications and text, as well as by cross-checking
policy declarations with observed network transmissions col-
lected from the respective applications.

We are further interested in exploring how many app devel-
opers disclose their information sharing practices. We look
at all 68,051 available apps, aiming to collect the relevant
clauses on information sharing with third-party services from
their privacy policies and to determine whether the names
(as opposed to categories) of those third-party recipients of
information are disclosed.

First, we analyze the texts of privacy policies using regular
expressions. In particular, we are interested to see whether
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any part of the text matches the phrase "third parties" or
any variation thereof (e.g. "affiliate" or "partner" instead
of "third party"). While this approach is less sophisticated
than techniques used by other automatic policy analyzers
[2, 9, 30, 76, 77, 81], we believe that it is sufficient to iden-
tify clauses that contain any information about third parties.
Focusing on the sentences matched by our regular expres-
sions, we aim to identify which, if any, affiliates are explic-
itly named by the app developer. This requires solving the
named-entity recognition (NER) problem and while state-
of-the-art NER systems produce near human-level perfor-
mance [23, 36, 45, 62], we discovered that they are ill-suited
for reliably recognizing the names of analytics and advertis-
ing network companies.

Instead, we use the app analysis dataset (68,051) to deter-
mine all domains that receive data from mobile apps. This
produces a list of 9,672 domains, including known analyt-
ics and advertising networks, such as crashlytics.com,
vungle.com, flurry.com, mopub.com among many others.
By separating the domain names and performing a manual
review, we end up with a list of 7,826 domains. The entries in
this list are matched against the text in the privacy policies to
determine the third-party service providers named by the app
developer.

Finally, we want to ensure that app developers comply with
their own policies whenever they promise to take reasonable
steps to secure user data from unauthorized access. ‘Reason-
able security measures’ is a broad concept and includes dif-
ferent techniques, such as data encryption, regular security
patches, access control, among many others. We focus on se-
cure data sharing, which we believe belongs to ‘reasonable
security measures‘, as we have access to data transmission
information from the AppCensus dataset.

In order to achieve this, we first identify mobile apps that
transmit personal information over the Internet without us-
ing TLS. We then analyze their privacy policies, identifying
parts of the text that mention personal data. This is again
done using regular expressions, matching "personal infor-
mation", "personally identifiable information" and variants
thereof. Finally, sentences containing information about per-
sonal data are scanned for specific key phrases (e.g. "security
measures", "unauthorized disclosure", "reasonable steps to se-
cure", "transmission", etc.), that provide security guarantees
concerning data transmission.

4 Results

We report our analysis along three aforementioned dimen-
sions: Children’s Privacy, Third-party Service Providers, and
Secure Data Transmission.

4.1 Children’s Privacy

For the Children’s Data Privacy analysis, we looked at 8,030
apps in the Designed For Families program. Out of these apps,
we found that there are 728 apps (9.1%) that claim they are not
targeted at children and 2,457 (30.6%) that claim no knowl-
edge of collecting any data from children under 13, with some
overlap in apps that do both. In fact, only 4,649 (57.9%) men-
tion any combination of the keywords "child", "kid", "coppa",
and "minor". Within this group there are even applications
such as "Cinderella Classic Tale Lite" and "Dino Puzzle - free
Jigsaw puzzle game for Kids" that make no commentary on
children’s use directly in their privacy policies but instead
simply contain one or more of these keywords either in the
name of the app or in a header on the website. Thus, it is inter-
esting to note the sheer number of apps designed for children
that do not even mention kids or children in their policies.

From these 2,457 apps in DFF that claim no knowledge of
collecting data from children, we observed 68,594 network
transmissions. Out of 2,457 apps, 1,728 (70.3%) of them
transfer data types such as the android advertising ID (AAID),
IMEI, geolocation, and WiFi mac address. Figure 1 displays
the breakdown of the number of apps that sent each data type
as well as the most ubiquitously sent identifiers.

Since these apps are present in the DFF program, they are
likely all covered by COPPA and thus are responsible for
catering to an audience that includes minors. However, it is
both confusing and troubling to see their policies contradict
what they have acknowledged under DFF.

One such of these apps is “Smart Games for Kids for Free”
made by the deverloper DEVGAME KIDS. Despite the very
obvious advertising directed at children as inferred by the
application icon and name, in addition to its declaration in the
Google Play Store being for Ages 8 & Under, DEVGAME
KIDS’ privacy policy claims they do not knowingly allow
such persons to access their Services. In addition to this, they
claim to not knowingly collect or solicit personal information
from children, but we have observed them transmitting the
AAID, androidid, and geolatlon datatypes.

We further analyze this case amongst others in Discussion.
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Figure 1: The number of apps that transmitted each datatype and the proportion of datatypes sent by transmitting apps, respectively.

4.2 Third-party Service Providers

We also identify apps that do not reveal the names of affiliated
third parties in their privacy policies. We start by locating
apps that mention third-party service providers. From there,
we narrow this list only to include apps that explicitly name
at least one third-party partner.

In our corpus, 45,195 (66.4%) mention third-party affili-
ates, which suggest that the remaining 22,856 apps should
not transmit any personal data to outside domains. However,
out of these 22,856 apps, 7,147 (31.3%) of them still share
user identifiers with other service providers without giving
notice to the users. In addition, we discover that only 15,106
apps (22.2% of 68,051) explicitly name their third-party affil-
iates. For instance, the game development company Kwalee
describes its analytics service providers in the following way:

We use third party providers Fabric (for crash ana-
lytics), AppsFlyer and Tenjin (user attribution and
analytics), and SOOMLA (for analytics). Fabric,
AppsFlyer and SOOMLA may collect analytics on
our behalf and in accordance with our instructions,
and their applicable privacy notices.

One of the Kwalee’s app named Looper! does share An-
droid Advertising ID (AAID) with the aforementioned third
parties. However, we also discover that it also sends Android
ID to the same parties, which is a unique identifier that could
be used to track users over time and across apps, and can only
be reset by performing a factory reset of their phone. Further-
more, Looper! transmits data to two undisclosed third-party
affiliates, including SupersonicAds (advertisement platform)
and Kochava (analytics platform).

Alternatively, in regards to third-party affiliates, the com-
pany Azar does not go so far as to mention the identities of

their affiliates as they simply state:

In certain instances, Hyperconnect, Inc. and Azar
may have contracts with third parties to provide
products and/or services in connection with the
Service. In those cases, Azar may share your per-
sonal information with Azar’s third-party service
providers, but only in connection with providing the
services to you.

According to the measurements obtained from AppCen-
sus, Azar collects and transmits AAID and Android ID. This
information is sent to Facebook and Branch, a mobile mea-
surement and deep linking platform.

4.3 Secure Data Transmission

Using the AppCensus dataset, we discover that 36,107 apps
that are available on Google Play Store transmit personal
data over the network. As of January 2019, 9,424 of these
apps (26.1%) do not use TLS when transmitting personal
identifiers. Although this fact is alarming in itself, we also
investigate whether the developers of these apps make any
deceptive claims in their privacy policies.

Out of those 9,424 apps, 2,680 apps claim to take measures
to secure data transmission, but fail to employ TLS when
transmitting PII. For instance, the game developer Animoca
Brands describes their procedures in the following way:

We understand the importance of keeping your in-
formation secure and safe. We have implemented
commercially reasonable security measures to se-
cure and safeguard your information and to prevent
the loss, misuse, destruction and alteration of infor-
mation under our control.
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However, we observe that one of the games (Astro Boy
Siege: Alien Attack) transmits the AAID, Android ID and the
IMEI number without encrypting data in-transit to a number
of IP addresses, including one belonging to Unity. This apps
also transmits the same data using TLS encryption to other
third-party service providers, such as Chartboost, Adzcore,
Flurry, Muneris, Tapjoy, among others.

5 Discussion

We looked at privacy policies for any contradictions from
their own behavior and for important information missing in
the policies. On a high level, we found that developers a) con-
tradict themselves between what they mention in the policy
and what they acknowledge in the Google Play Store, b) are
not comprehensive in what they are claiming about their data
sharing practices, and c) do claim to secure communication
when they actually do not.

5.1 Children’s Privacy

The most troublesome finding from looking at the privacy
policies of apps in DFF is that their own policies do not
acknowledge their audience as containing kids. We found
9.1% of apps under DFF contain phrases in their policies
that indicate their developers do not mean for these products
to be used by children, despite their developers proactively
targeting children.

"We do not specifically market to children under 13"
"These Services do not address anyone under the
age of 13"

Although some phrasings are ambiguous about develop-
ers’ intent to exclude children from their products, we believe
confusing language still represents a form of misrepresenta-
tion. Our analysis reveals a set of policy misrepresentations
as a result of unclear—and at times contradictory—language.
Many privacy policies already pose difficulties for consumers
to comprehend, but those challenges are further exacerbated
when policies send mixed messages or are wrong. Such an
effect runs counter to what privacy policies are supposed to
achieve in increasing transparency. For instance, the privacy
policy from the developer DEVGAME KIDS claims:

Most of DEVGAME’s Services are for kids audi-
ence and are directed to children under the age of
13. Through these Services, DEVGAME does not
knowingly collect or solicit personal information
from anyone under the age of 13 or knowingly al-
low such persons to access those Services.

A consumer, such as a concerned parent, reading this policy
would be left with conflicting impressions about whether DE-
VGAME intends for children to use their apps. Such a confus-

ing and contradictory policy might indicate the level of impor-
tance (or lack thereof) this developer places on user privacy.

A particular set of contradictions occur in the 30.6% of apps
under DFF whose policies claim that they do "not knowingly"
collect information. This is concerning because either this is
done as a purposefully deceptive practice or app developers
are truly unaware of what data their apps collect. Nonetheless,
both explanations prove problematic when trying to conform
to privacy laws such as COPPA and GDPR.

However, barring this, there also exists a variety of other ex-
amples of misleading and misrepresenting behaviors of these
applications, as viewed from their policies and network trans-
missions. For example, the privacy policy for the app “Pony
Crafting - Unicorn World” claims they do not knowingly col-
lect information from children. However, they later mention
that they can collect both personal and non-personal informa-
tion, and that they do not actually know the source of their
data:

...this information will be anonymous and we will
not be able to tie this information to a specific user,
this is a byproduct of an anonymous system not
allowing us to distinguish between those over 13
and those under 13

In order to confirm if the transmission of children’s informa-
tion really occurs, we searched the database for network traf-
fic observed from applications whose policies do not “know-
ingly” collect from children. In doing this, we found 68,594
distinct transmissions across the 1,728 DFF apps that sent
device identifiers across the network, including 1,979 trans-
missions from 10 apps that share the same policy.1 Among
these datatypes, we found identifiers such as the AAID, IMEI,
geolocation, and WiFi mac address. While it is easy to recog-
nize why the sharing of geolocation could be problematic, the
issue with other identifiers is a little more subtle. For example,
looking at the AAID, the most transmitted datatype observed
as recorded in Figure 1, Google’s terms of use actually indi-
cates that “the advertising identifier must not be connected
to personally-identifiable information or associated with any
persistent device identifier (for example: SSAID, MAC ad-
dress, IMEI, etc.) without explicit consent of the user” [27].
However, 271 apps were observed sending both AAID and
IMEI, while 120 apps sent both AAID and MAC address. In
addition, under the 2013 amendments to the COPPA rule, per-
sistent identifiers such as the IMEI and MAC addresses are
considered personally identifying if they “can be used to rec-
ognize a user over time and across different websites or online
services” [71]. Furthermore, there are certain rules that devel-
opers and third party services must follow when legitimately
collecting personally identifying information under COPPA,
and by declaring they do not knowingly collect data from

1http://www.vascogames.com/vasco-games-privacy-policy/ as accessed
on 2018/11/25
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Figure 2: The Copy-and-Paste formatting error in the privacy
policies of the app “Color Clues” and 30+ others analyzed in
DFF.

children, these apps are implicitly admitting to not following
these guidelines.

Since these results all come from automated runs of a UI
Monkey that creates pseudo-random swipes and gestures, our
testing employed no sophisticated methods to overcome age-
gating, parental consent, or any other barriers. Therefore, we
believe this behavior can be akin to that of a child and thus the
resulting transmissions would be expected to occur with real
users. As a result, we believe the claim of "not knowingly"
collecting information is misleading because the applications
do very little to verify that collection does not come from
children despite explicitly marketing them to children. The
majority of the applications also detail that if data from minors
is found or reported to them they will delete the information
and block the associated account, but we strongly feel this
is impractical from a usability standpoint as the majority of
users will not actually know what information is being sent
in the background and thus cannot make this report.

Furthermore, another transient detail we observed during
analysis, as briefly mentioned above in the Methodology, is
the presence of repeated sentences across policies. In fact,
numerous times many of the exact same phrases are used,
which becomes particularly obvious when they include the
same spelling, grammar, or formatting mistakes such as in the
second part of the privacy policy of the app “Color Clues”,
and at least 30 other applications, displayed in Figure 2.

Although it makes our analysis more efficient, the only
highly probably cause for this behavior is that companies and
developers are not actually creating their own privacy policies
but instead just copy and pasting sections from others found
online. Regardless, this observation shows the low level of
priority these companies place on making privacy policies
for the protection of their users. As a result, this begs the
questions of whether application developers are even aware
of the statements in their policies (such as in the DEVGAME
example above), as well as if they are even aware of the laws
they must abide by. They could perhaps be just including the
minimal information necessary, as determined by examining

another application’s policy, in order to escape under the radar.
This hypothesis is further supported by our findings when
we look at the application "Cami’s Dots" that, instead of
creating their own privacy policy, decided it was sufficient to
provide a link pointing to github.com’s privacy policy page.2
Thus, a potential future work stemming from these findings
could be to investigate the percentage of applications that are
plagiarised and the degree to which this occurs.

5.2 Third Parties

Our analysis has demonstrated that mobile apps do not pro-
vide sufficient information to users about their third-party
partners. Although around 66% of mobile apps mention third-
party data recipients, only around 22% actually disclose the
names of those recipients. Out of remaining 22,856 apps,
31.3% share user data with third parties without providing no-
tice to user. This is concerning, as the users are unable to learn
about the information protection practices of the services that
are provided access to their personal data. This raises ques-
tions about the feasibility of ensuring compliance with data
protection legislation, as any potential contradictions within
the policy of the app and that of the third party would go un-
noticed.

Another common theme is the desire of app developers to
relieve themselves of any responsibility for ways in which
personal information about the users is handled once it leaves
the application. In particular, one of such examples is in the
following clause taken from the privacy policy of the app
“Drum Pads 24 - Music Maker”:

We are not responsible or liable for the privacy
policies or practices of third parties.

However, we believe that app developers should still be
accountable for the actions performed by third parties, to
which they send users’ personal information. It is possible that
the desire to avoid liability is what motivates app developers
not to provide names of their partners in the first place.

5.3 Secure Transmission

As mentioned previously, 26.1% of 36,107 mobile apps that
send personal data do not use TLS when transmitting user
identifiers and of these, 28.4% claim to take reasonable se-
curity measures. The reasons for making such claim might
include negligence (e.g. not knowing that TLS is not config-
ured, or copy-pasting the policy from another app) or mali-
cious intention (e.g. to create a semblance of security without
using proper means of protection). Most of these apps also in-
clude a clause explaining how it is impossible to completely
ensure the security of data transmission:

2https://help.github.com/articles/github-privacy-statement/
as accessed on 2018/11/25. Since 2018/12/18, Cami’s
Dots’s policy moved to https://github.com/LTProjects/Cami-s-
Dots/compare/master...jigglytep:patch-1
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But remember that no method of transmission over
the internet, or method of electronic storage is 100%
secure and reliable, and we cannot guarantee its
absolute security.

As in the third party case, this clause also demonstrates the
desire for app developers to avoid responsibility for negligent
data protection standards. While it is true that it is impossible
to be secure against all types of attacks on user data, we
believe that using TLS for data transmission is one of the
most basic steps that should be adopted by all app developers.

6 Conclusion

This paper accentuates the degree in which the privacy frame-
work of notice and consent is flawed by analyzing Google
Play Store apps and comparing their privacy policies with
their behavior. Our analysis specifically focuses on highlight-
ing the misrepresentation and lack of information that exists
in of apps in the Designed for Families program, apps that
interact with third parties, as well as apps that claim to utilize
secure data transmission precautions, ultimately showing the
level of carelessness and lack of priority when it comes to
protecting consumer privacy.
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